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MY MOTHER.
Deal gently with her, Time; these
many years
Of life have brought more smiles
with them than tears.
Lay not thy hand too harshly on her
now,
But trace decline so slowly on her
brow
That (like a sunset of J;he Northern
clime,
Where twilight lingers in the summer-time,
And fades at last into the silent,
night,
Ere one may note the passing of the
light)
So may she pass—since 'tis the common lot—
As one who, resting, sleeps and
, knows it not.
— John Allen Wyeth.
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LOVE FEASTS
Pennsylvania
Mechanicsburg, Pa
May 15, 16
Philadelphia (Mission)
May 15th, 16th
Millersburg, (Free Grace Ch.)....May 22, 23
Silverdale, Pa
May 22nd and 23rd
Grantham, Pa., College Chapel
May 23
Mastersonville, Rapho Dist., Lancaster
Co.,
May 25th and 26th
Air Hill
May 26th, 27th
Cross Roads Church, Donegal Dist., Florin
Pa
May 26, 27
Gratersford, Pa.,
May 29th and 30th
Martinsburg, Blair Co., Pa
May 29,30
Ringgold Church, Maryland, South Franklin District
May 29th and 30th
Juanita and Mifflin District, at home of
Solomon Lauver
June 12, 13
Pequea,-Manor, Pequea District June 12, 13
Kansas
Hebron, Clay Co
May 15th, 16th
Pleasant Hill, Brown Co. .. May 15th, 16th
Belle Springs, Dickinson Co. May 22d, 23d.
Bethel, Dickinson Co
May 29th, 30th.
Canada
Clearview, Kindersley, Sask
May 8, 9
Bertie
May 15, 16
Waterloo and Clarence Center .. May 22, 23
Markham and Wainfleet
May 29, 30
Nottawa
June 12, 13
Howick and Walpole
June 19, 20
Indiana
Union Grove church, near Nappanee,
Ind
May 29,30
A cordial invitation is extended to those
in other districts to meet with us.

GENERAL CONFERENCE

VISITOR

Pennsylvania, care of "General Conference."
Reception Committee.
NOTICE.
Mrs. J. H. Engle, 607 N. Francis
St., Lansing, Mich., has written us
that she has two bound copies of the
first Visitors which she is willing to
dispose of to anyone caring for the
same.
ANNOUNCEMENT.
Reservations have been made for
the sailing of Sisters Mary Heisey
and Anna Engle, outgoing missionaries to Africa. They are expected
to sail from New York on June 23.
Friends of the mission cause who
desire to contribute goods for the
general use of the missions, or special gifts for the benefit of some of
the missionaries, shall see to it that
everything is forwarded to the Messiah Home, 1175 Baily St., Harrisburg, Pa., not later than the fifth
day of June, so that ample time for
packing and shipping may be had.
Also read carefully the following
which appears in General Conference minutes of 1924, Page 54, Section 4:
RESOLVED, That the Board hold
itself responsible for transportation
charges to the extent of six hundred
pounds, (600 lbs.) including fare, as
the personal effects of each missionary.
Goods donated for the .general use
of the "mission stations or for individuals on the field, should be supplemented by sufficient money to take
care of transportation, at the rate
of ten cents per pound. This money
should be forwarded to the treasurer of the Board.
All special cases can be arranged
for by communication with the Secretary of the Board.
FOREIGN MISSION BOARD

D. V. General Conference will convene Thursday, June third, at Fairland Church, Lebanon and Dauphin
District, Pennsylvania.
Those coming by train, from the
west and north, should take the
Pennsylvania Railroad, to Harrisburg, Pa., thence via Reading Railroad to Lebanon, Pa. Take Palmyra
car, at Lebanon Station, via electric
line, to Fairland. Trains leave Harrisburg for Lebanon (week days)
4:35 A. M., 6:10 A. M., 8:00 A.M.,
10:20 A. M., 1:10 P. M., 3:25 P. M.,
4:30 P.M., 6:30 P. M., (Sundays)
8:00 A. M., 8:05 A. M., 1:10 P. M.,
3:45 P. M., 4:30 P. M., 6:30 P . M .
Those coming by auto from the west,
take Lincoln Highway to Gettysburg
MY ENDEAVOR.
Pa., Gettysburg and
Harrisburg
Highway to Harrisburg and William
To be joyous in my work, moderate
Penn Highway to Fairland Church, in my pleasures, chary in my confi.two miles east of Annville, Pa.
dences, faithful in my friendships; to
All mail should be sent to Lebanon, be energetic, but not excitable, en-
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thusiastic, but not fanatical; loyal to
the truth as I see it, but ever open
minded to the newer light; to abhor
gush as I would profanity, and to
hate cant as I would a lie; to be careful in my promises, punctual in my
engagements, candid with myself and
frank with others; to discourage
shams and rejoice in all that is beautiful and true; to do my work and live
my life so that neither shall require
defence or apology; to honor no one
simply because rich or famous, and
despise no one because humble or
poor; to be gentle and considerate toward the weak, respectful yet selfrespecting toward the great, courteous to all, obsequious to none; to seek
wisdom with great books and inspiration from good men; to invigorate
my mind with noble thoughts as I do
my body with sunshine and fresh air;
to prize all sweet human friendships
and seek to make at least one home
happy; to have charity for the erring,
sympathy for the sorrowing, cheer
for the despondent; to be indifferent
to none, helpful to some, friendly with
all; to leave the world a little better
off because of me; and to leave it
when I must, bravely and cheerfully,
with faith in God and good will to all
my fellow men. This shall be my endeavor during the coming year. Selected by Sr. Priscilla Climenhaga,
Kindersley, Sask.
M. B. C. COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
The annual closing exercises of the Messiah Bible College for the school year will
begin on Saturday evening, May 29, and
end at noon, Wednesday, June 2. These
exercises come at a time which makes it
very convenient for those on their way
to General Conference from all parts of
the West to attend. Plan now to stop at
Grantham for a few days in order to enjoy the privilege of seeing the school work
during the closing days of the year. Everybody is welcome. The program is as
follows:
Sat. evening, May 29
Musical
Sun. morning, May 30
Baccalaureate Sermon
Sun. evening, May 30.. Missionary Meeting
Mon. evening, May 31
Oratorical
Tues. afternoon, June 1 Class Day Exercises
Tues. evening, June 1
Alumni Meeting
Wed. morning, June 2
Commencement Exercises
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CONTRIBUTIONS
UNDER A BUSHEL OR UNDER A
BED.
"And He said unto them, Is a
candle brought to be put under a
bushel, or under a bed? and not to be
set in a candlestick?" Mark 4:21.
This pertinent question was asked
by Jesus, immediately following the
parable He spake and interpreted about the sower going forth to sow.
His apparent motive was to emphasize the thought of not only having a
light, but the necessity of placing
that light in its proper place, that it
may accomplish its intended purpose
or design; for after all, what benefit
is derived from a light, even though
it shines brilliantly, if some object is
allowed to obscure its radiance.
It is only reasonable to believe, that
Jesus made reference to the literal
bushel and bed, to figuratively convey
a spiritual truth concerning two very
subtle methods employed, by the adversary of souls in dimming the
lights of professed Christians. The
bushel, which was perhaps equal in
size to the peck of today, was in
those days the national standard of
measurement, recognized in buying or
selling grain, etc., and represents
commercialism, or the business life
of the Christian. Is it not a solemn
fact, that many religious people who
exhibit many good qualities, very often almost completely ruin their influence, and hide their light by careless business tsctics? It is true that
business life is fraught with numerous temptations of its own particular character, and to combine business with religion, to maintain a spirit of serious piety amidst the stir and
distractions of a busy and active life,
presents a problem that no one dare
dispute. Some even contend that the
two will not blend, and therefore cannot be engaged in simultaneously, but
Jesus did not dispense with the bushel, nor reject its use, neither did he
separate it from the light, but rather
tried to properly put them in their

respective places, so that instead of
the bushel enhancing the influence
of the light, the light should rather
assist in the proper functioning of
the bushel. The inference would be
then, not to detach business from religion—and make religion a Sunday
affair and a robe too fine for common wear—but rather take it into
the daily routine of common life;
because pure religion is not only
practicable with business but most
beautifully assists in its operation
and elevates it to an honorable position in the realm of Christian influence, as well as public opinion.
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inevitably weaken their influence for
good. Consequently those dwelling in
darkness, notice the profession of
some of those apparently sincere people ; and uppermost in their mind is
a vivid recollection of some business
strategy manifested on the market
square or kindred places, and being
unable to reconcile it with a glowing
testimony or eloquent prayer, usually so conspicuous in meetings, the result is; the light being hid under the
bushel of illicit business transactions.
They become disgusted and are often heard to say that they see "nothing it it," and the tragedy of it all
is many precious souls will undoubtedly grope on in darkness until eternity overtakes them.

It seems evident that the Master
in His dual reference recognized that
The Apostle in writing to the Ro- disposition of humanity which makes
mans closely associated the two when man an extremist, on one side or the
he said "Not slothful in business, fer- other. Satan being aware of this
vent in spirit; serving the Lord." fact also; reverses his methods to
This implies that the most diligent suit the occasion, so that those whose
attention to our business, is not by light he cannot hide under the bushel
any means incompatible with spirit- in this way, he successfully uses in
uality of mind, and serious devotion many cases a scheme, which is equalto the service of God. It seems to ly as cunning, and perhaps much
suggest that religion is not so much more destructive to the cause of
a duty, as a something that has to Christ than the one we have just
do with all duties. Not a tax to be considered. It is the one which the
paid periodically and got rid of at bed signifies and may be designated
other times—but a ceaseless, all per- by various names, such as ease, carevading, inexhaustible tribute, to Him lessness, indifference, etc. All peowho is not only the object of religious ple who have any spiritual vision aworship, but the end of our very life gree that this lethargic spirit which
has swept Christendom like an epiand being.
All reasonable people know .that demic, has done more to dim the true
The
we need not abandon the legitimate light than any other agency.
pursuits of the world, in order to prophet Amos spoke very pointedly
live near God, and yet if in no other on this very subject, and associated
way could we prepare for eternity, "ease in Zion" with "beds of worry,"
than by retiring from the business and "stretching themselves on couchand cares of this world, so momen- es," and under inspiration, was led to
tous are the interests involved that pronounce woe upon those who were
no wise person should hesitate to sub- guilty. Some versions have rendered
mit to the sacrifice. Such a sacrifice the terms "cursed" which seems still
is not demanded, because God is not more rigid. Thus we see it existed in
an arbitrary tyrant prescribing un- those earlier times as well as today
among the people of God, and greatpracticable labors.
The disastrous part lies in the fact, ly retards the work of the Lord, bethat because of the advantages of life cause it has always been the case,
many people try to see how much of that the burden of the work is borne
this world's goods they can hoard by comparatively few, while the maup, without relinguishing their grasp jority sit idly by and criticize. This
on eternal life, and in every case they condition is generally noticeable to-
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day as well as in the prophetic age,
when people prospered financially;
hence we see the close relationship
of the bushel and the bed, and the
possibility of our light being hid under both at the same time.
John Bunyan speaks of a portion
of the road which leads from the
city of destruction to the celestial
city, which has in it more dangers
than any other portion of the road.
It doth not abound with lions or dragons, it hath no dark woods and no
deep pitfalls, yet more pilgrims have
been destroyed in that part of the
road than anywhere else. It is the
part of the road called the enchanted
ground. When Christian and Hopeful were traveling over this section
of the journey, Hopeful began to be
very dull and heavy with sleep, and
suggested that they lie down and
take a sleep, whereupon Christian
being much more alert, recalled that
one of the shepherds had bid them
beware of the Enchanted Ground.
Oh! that the Church of the Living
God in these last and perilous days,
could set in operation some system,
by which she could awaken her slumbering multitudes, from the effects
of a seeming anasthetic administered
by Satan, so as to temporarily make
them insensible of their responsibilities, and his devices; lest they sleep
the sleep of death throughout eternity. Erskine said "he liked a roaring devil better than a sleeping devil." Spurgeon remarked that "there
is no temptation half as bad as not
being tempted," and no doubt there
would be less torpidity found among
God's people, if they were persecuted
like some of the early saints. It is
this age of religious freedom that
people take advantage of, to their
own loss.
Let us beware lest we unduly congratulate ourselves concerning our
recent church activities and extensions, but rather let us observe the increased responsibility that weighs,
upon us because of the more favorable circumstances, than our forefathers enjoyed, at whose expense we
sometimes contrast our advanced efforts, with their supposed laxity,
which is unfair to say the least.
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While it may be true, we have launched out into phases of the work
that our grandfathers failed to reach,
yet as a tribute to their pious lives
of noble sacrifice, we must honestly
confess that the zeal they manifested in the face of unfavorable circumstances, and the loving sacrifices
made for the promulgation of the
gospel, transcends the major part
of our present day evangelism. According to authentic reports, many
of them have rode on horseback, or
walked hundreds of miles over rough
roads, fording streams and climbing
mountains in all kinds of weather, in
order to communicate the truth
which was dearer to them than their
own lives, and much blessing and
success attended their pioneer missionary work.
The writer will not soon forget a
conversation he had with an aged sister in a certain district while holding evangelistic services. It left an
indelible impression, as she reiterated the story of her girlhood days,
and how she was led to Christ by
some faithful brethren who came regularly twenty miles to her father's
home which was in an isolated locality. The meetings were held
every two weeks and on one occasion
she remembered how the minister
came on Saturday to be ready for
Sunday, and rode horseback the entire trip in a drenching rain. When
he arrived she recalled, her mother
had to put his Bible and hymn book
in the bake oven to dry. Such examples of fidelity and zeal stand out as
a challenge to our generation, with
all our modern methods of travel.
Perhaps it would not be over working the symbolical statement of Jesus, by inferring that it includes a
warning against the allowance of
the literal bed, our late rising and
tardiness at the Sunday morning
services, which is all too prevalent among many of the Lord's people. Although this habit is much to be regretted, yet it may not dim the Christian's light as much as to use the
pew for a bed,, and sleep while the
words of eternal life are being
sounded forth to a dying world, a
habit almost solely confined to pro-
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fessing Christians, rarely indeed is
it noticed among non-church members.
With the realities of that great day
rapidly approaching, "Let us not sleep ;
as do others but let us watch and be
sober."—By E. J. Swalm, Duntroon,
Ont.
"DRAW NIGH TO GOD"
"Draw nigh to God and He will
draw night to you." James 4:8. This
portion of scripture is of great importance to us who have turned to
God and have had our sins washed away by the blood of the Lamb. According to the last part of this verse
we must conclude that it was written
to sinners or backslidden brethren.
Nevertheless we should take this text
as a warning that we draw nigh to
God, so that He may draw nigh to us
and keep us from drifting with the
world. In I Peter 5:8, we read that
our "adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking
whom he may devour." So it is necessary to draw nigh to Him, Who is
sufficient to keep us in all our trials
• and temptations.
Jesus said, "Watch and pray that
ye enter not into temptation." We
meet with so many oppositions in our
Christian life that we need God's
help to stand true. Jesus, our Example, met with all this when He was
in the world. He was in all points
tempted as we are, yet He was without sin. He, therefore, can keep us so
that we need not sin if we will but
draw nigh to Him. If we had no
trials or battles, we could have no
victories, and each victory will help
us to win others.
I once was a young man, but now
I am aged. I have had the experience
of the young, middle-aged and the old
in the Christian life. I am very glad
for my early Christian life, which
has been a great help to me in my latter years. My trials were different
at each age. When I was young my
temptations were to go after the
world in worldly amusements. Satan
tried to make me believe that I would
enjoy them, but as I draw nigh to
God He helped me to keep the victory.
Praise His name. Then I found more
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joy than all the world could give.
I found in my middle-aged life that
I had to watch and pray, as the enemy is after us in-many ways, in business transactions, things coming up
contrary to our thinking and the
cares of life. While God has said that
man should till the soil to make his
living and provide for his own and
others, we need to watch and pray
that self-gain and worldliness do not
creep in, that we give God His share
and that we do all things to His honor
and glory. So many things come up
in our daily lives, but as we draw
nigh to God we can be kept in God's
order.
The aged Christian may not have
so much to do with the above mentioned things, but he has his trials
in various lines, such as the trial of
our faith when our bodies are weakened. The enemy tries to discourage
us, but it is our privilege to be strong
if we look to the Lord and put our
trust in Him. "When I am weak
then am I strong." The apostle Paul
could say, "I have fought a good
fight, I have finished my course, I
have kept the faith; henceforth there
is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous
judge, shall give me in that day; and
not to me only, but unto all them that
love His appearing."
This should
give us courage to stand against all
the trials and temptations that come
in our pathway.
The Christian is called to a life of
separation, and it is only as we draw
away from the world and nigh to
God that we can have victory. When
the children of Israel mixed with the
Gentiles they got away from God.
They had been commanded to be a
separate people, to worship God only
and to be a holy people unto the Lord.
The closer we live to the Lord, the
less we care for the pleasures of this
world, because we have a joy that far
exceeds all the joy the world can
give. The closer we live to the Lord
the more we will love Him and His
leadings, and as soon as we reach out
after the things that belong to the
world we become spiritually weak.
I J o h n 2:16, says, "For all that
is in the world, the lust of the flesh,
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and the lust of the eyes, and the
pride of life, is not of the Father, but
is of the world." Flesh is a dangerous foe to grace. Flesh must be
humbled and pride destroyed if we
are to lead a victorious life. If we
have had the experience of sanctification, we must also live the sanctified life, for if we do not we cannot
keep the experience. God has a noble
plan for every life, but it is only as
we yield ourselves to Him that He
can accomplish His will in us. "Draw
nigh to God and He will draw nigh
to you." S. H. Bert, Detroit, Kans.
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every time the prophecy is fulfilled to
the letter.
The harmony of the scriptures is
another proof of its authenticity.
Many of the writers of the Bible
wrote at the same time of similar incidents and yet their accounts correspond, and although the time of
writing of different authors was centuries apart, yet a harmony was produced that is indicative of the infinite mind of God

How many men would die for a
cause which they admire? Yet there
have been more martyrs for the cause
of Christ than for all other causes
YOUNG PEOPLE AND THEIR
combined.
This is the fourth proof
BIBLE.
of
its
superiority
to all other writElder C. N. Hostetter
ings.
That the Bible is very important
But these evidences, without the
to young people can be seen by referfifth
could do man of this dispenring to several passages of Scriptures.
It is the traveler's guide, for "Thy sation very little good. Personal exword is a lamp unto my feet and a perience is the highest type of proof
light unto my path." It is also food for the individual. There are hunfor the child of God for "I have es- dreds of promises in the Bible and
teemed the words of his mouth more every one belongs exclusively to the
than my necessary food." Again, it child of God.
The central theme that simply sais the Christian's armour in the batturates
the Book, on nearly every leaf
tle against sin for Paul tells us to
is
Christ
and His plan for the re"take the helmet of salvation, and
demption
of fallen man. Its aim is
the sword of the Spirit, which is the
the
good
of
man. Every book of the
word of God." Many more referencsixty-six,
contains
a crying need, and
es could be given but these suffice to
every
need
is
supplied
from God's inshow its important place in the life
exhaustible
storehouse.
of a Christian.
But in order to derive any beneBut, someone says "How do we
fits
from its inspired pages, we must
know that these words which were
be
personally
acquainted with its
written by the pen of man, were inauthor.
Someone
has rightly said
spired by God." The Book itself
that
"the
Bible
is
the
foundation of
bears testimony of its authority, but
all
education."
Bunyan,
being allet us look at five other evidences.
most
illiterate
when
placed
in prisFirst, its great preservation and
on,
produced
a
book
second
only
to
circulation prove it more than merely
the
Bible.
But
his
prison
compana book. No human production has
ever yet withstood so many foes as ion was the Bible, and he acquired all
the Bible, and yet continued to circu- the education from it that he needed
late greater than ever. In the last to make his work so great. Modern
year, more than fifteen million Bibles education without the Bible has nothwere sold. The Bible is the only ing on which to rest. The evolutionist says that man comes from nothbook that is never off the press.
ing; Christian science says that man
The second proof is the fulfillment
is nothing; the annihilists say that
of prophecy even to the slightest deman goes to nothing after death, and
tail. The east star that led the wise
modern education accepts these themen to the manger in Bethlehem was
ories as true. Could anything be more
only a strict fulfillment of prophecy.
absurd?
Sometimes the details of prophecy
seem unique and somewhat novel, but
(Continued on page 10.)
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INSTRUCTIONS TO SOUL
WINNERS.
When Christ left this earth and returned to His Father He left His ministry to the church. Since the Church
•is made up of individuals, each one
has a work to do. If.Christ had left
this work to only a few leaders of
the church, the work would be very
great. But he left it to individuals,
whether they were talented or untalented. It is each one's duty to
win souls.
The person with a sanctified education may be able to win more souls
to Christ, as they will be able to bring
out the beauties of the Bible as others could not. But though you are
unable to read or write you may be
of great value as may be seen from
the illustration that follows:
There was a young man at Cleveland who worked at the carpenter
trade during the day. He had no
education but each evening he held a
meeting in a mission. Men would
come by the hundreds, night after
night to hear him preach. Many of
them saw the beauty in Christ and in
the Christian religion and turned to
God.
In the work of saving souls our
station in life and our occupation
makes no difference. If you are a
miner, farmer, mechanic, mother, or
maid you can win souls. But saving
souls is not only a privilege, it is a
duty. In the old Testament God had
prophets who spoke to His people,
likewise we are responsible for the
sinners around us. This duty will
not become burdensome, if we follow
the leadings of the Spirit. It is possible for us to lie down to rest feeling
that we are free before God.
Aquilla and Priscilla were people
who knew Christ and served Him. A
teacher by the name of Apollos came
to their town and began to teach.
But he did not know the Lord fully
so they took him unto themselves and
taught him the way of the Lord more
fully.
Philip was another example. He
won the Ethiopian eunuch by tact.
Philip also had a revival in Samaria
a short time before. Philip happened to be in Samaria because of the
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persecution. Thus the persecution
was a benefit, for in place of having
only one fire at Jerusalem there were
many fires scattered over a much larger territory.
Another example from the Bible,
of personal workers, was the maid
who sent Naaman to the prophet Elisha. Naaman was her master and
he had leprosy. The master obeyed
the maid and went to the prophet and
was healed. A maid can be a soul
winner and get just as many stars in
her crown as an educated man.
Again in John 1:29 we have an example of a teacher leading his pupils to Christ. John did not try to
take any honor unto himself but
pointed them to the Christ who was
able to save.
In John 1:40-41, we see a brother
leading a brother to Christ.
This
was Andrew who went and brought
his brother Simon to Christ. If in
the home we have a brother or sister that is unsaved, we have the privilege of leading them to Christ.
Also in the same chapter, verse 4345, we find a friend leading a friend
to Christ. Philip had found the one
of whom Moses had written in the
law, and he went and brought Nathaniel to the Messias.
Again in II Timothy 1:5 and 3:15
we see how parents may lead their
children to Christ. Timothy's mother and grandmother were Christians
and as a child he had been shown the
way of salvation.
It does not depend where we are
for we can find unsaved souls anywhere. Here again Jesus is our
great example. He tried to win souls
in the temple, in the street, by the
seaside, even in a boat on the sea,
out on the mountain side, or anywhere He found someone to whom He
could talk. But Jesus also went in
the mountains to pray for souls, and
in this way again He is an example
to us.
It is said that Moody's favorite
place to seek souls was in the street
cars, as he was riding from place to
place in towns.
Our government has two ways to
save people from being lost in the
sea. The one is by light houses and
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the other by rescue stations.
The
Church has rescue stations to rescue
people from the rocks. The Sunday
School is a lighthouse to keep the
children off the rocks.
Children
ought to come to Christ as soon as
they know right from wrong. They
should be saved before they get out
into sin or onto the rocks, so that
they can work for their Master and
not have to go empty handed, as
many do who are saved in old age.
There are three ways to carry on
personal work: the first way is by
mail. A letter may often reach some
hungry heart. The second way is
by distributing tracts. A Christian
man in New York was once giving
tracts to people on a street car. The
words on the tract were, "Look to
Jesus when you are tempted, troubled, or dying." One of these fell into
the hands of a man who was going to
commit suicide. The tract-giver was
privileged to see that man saved. The
third and best way to carry on personal work is by heart to heart talks.
Sometimes you may have to lay your
bait a long way ahead to get the opportunity. In the days of beer there
was once a man who drove a beer wagon who would stop at a Christian
man's house for a drink of water.
The man stopped time and time again and all that the Christian did
was to give him his drink and possibly an apple. But at last the Christian won the beer-hauler's confidence,
so that he would stop and talk for a
long time. He was eventually won
for Christ. Thus we see that it requires tact when dealing with souls,
or our efforts may do more harm
than good.
A good example of tact is given in
the Bible in Jesus' talk with the Samaritan woman. He did not tell her
bluntly what He wanted but got to
the point indirectly. He first asked
her for a drink, though He wanted
her soul. The woman at once thought
He was an unusual person for asking a drink of a Samaritan, and it
was not long till the woman was
greatly interested. She soon ran and
told her friends to come and see a
man that told her all she had ever
done. Thus by tact He won, not
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only the one woman, but many people.
Another example of tact is shown
in Philip's dealing with the Ethiopian. Philip said, "Understandest
thou what thou readest?" Thus the
conversation started and the man was
won for Christ.
If you have some one that is looking for light the best way is to get
him alone. When he is alone he will
pour out his heart much more quickly. Also you should try to bring him
to a decision as quickly as possible,
for Satan is also trying to get him to
decide. Another good thing to do
is to get the seeker on his knees. If
he will do this he will be easier to
work with as this is a sign of yielding.
I would like to give one d6n't, that
is, do not enter into an argument. If
they want to argue the best thing to
do is to let them alone till they are
through. When they quit arguing
then talk to them and they will often
begin to see there is something real
in salvation.
—This is one of a series of talks given by Bish. W. J. Myers at the Grantham Bible Conference, and reported
by Joseph Stoner. The other two talks
will appear in succeeding issues.
AN EXPOSURE OF OUR SPIRITUAL ENEMIES.
By G. D. Watson, D. D.
All our religious warfare is against spiritual forces, for even when
we are hindered and opposed by our
fellow-creatures, the antagonism is
in their spirits, and not in their bodies, and in many cases the spirits of
our fellow-men that we wrestle against are influenced and controlled
more or less, by Satan or some demon.
Of course I refer to that warfare
which especially pertains to our
spiritual life and the fulfillment of
Christ's highest purposes for our
lives. There are countless conflicts
between human beings where selfish
interests are in conflict, which do
not come under the subject now in
hand.
From the teaching of Scripture,
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and the lessons we learn in the Christ
Life, it is evident that nearly all of
the mental and spiritual conflicts we
have in the service of God are against spiritual beings, the countless
demons that belong to the "kingdom
of Satan," and who are acting under
his instigation, to discourage, oppress, perplex, and harass the souls
that are truly given up to Christ,
and especially those who endeavor to
be perfect with the Lord their God.
The Scriptures reveal that we are
surrounded by a "kingdom or darkness" and that there are various
ranks of evil spirits working with
Satan to antagonize the Lord Jesus
at every point, and as they cannot
reach Christ at the right Hand of
God, they attack the servants of
Christ, who are His representatives
in this world!
The Apostle Paul says—"We wrestle not against flesh and blood, but
against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness
of this world, against spiritual wickedness, (or wicked spirits), in high,
(or heavenly), places" (Eph. 6:12.
Notice the various ranks of these evil
spirits.
1. "The Principalities." The expression indicates that there are
princes in Satan's kingdom, that
have provinces under them.
Especially does this word refer to
politics, to evil spirits whose special
work is to influence earthly rulers,
kings, presidents, parliaments, legislatures, judges, civil officers, elections, votes, party politics, office holders, office seekers, and the entire
range of men and things connected
with all earthly governments and
politics, from the greatest down to
the least! When the angel went to
Daniel (see chap. 10:13) he said he
had been hindered three weeks because of the conflict he had with the
"Prince of Persia," that is, with the
evil spirit of the head of the Persian
Empire.
Every government
on
earth, from an empire down to a police court, has an evil spirit to manipulate and influence the men that are
acting for the government. Of course
God overrules all things, both Satanic and human, but there are ten times
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more evil spirits in Parliament than
there are members of that earthly
body, and they influence men far
more than they ever dream of. That
is not all.
All partisan politics are managed
by evil spirits, and it is rare indeed
to hear of God saving a politician—
that is, a man devoted to politics, and
perhaps not one in ten thousand ever
does get saved.
All Government is ordained of
God. Occasionally a true Christian
is providentially put into office, but
a real politician is always influenced
by one of these principalities that
Paul mentions. Hence, nothing on
earth will so thoroughly wreck a
Christian as the principle of politics.
Here it is where multitudes of Christians have fallen—duped and misled
by this class of demons, never suspecting that they were acting on the
very suggestion of some fallen angel.
2. "Against Powers." This class
of demons is different from the "principalities." They are evil spirits of
energy and force, that attack the
feelings, and imaginations, and stir
people up in an excited way to commit terrible sins, to hate; to kill; or
rob; or burn; or betray; or quarrel.
They incite to have lawsuits; divorces; separations; family quarrels;
church quarrels, and to all conduct
that is rash, or harsh, or severe, or
fraudulent, or dishonest, or slanderous!
These demons conceal themselves,
and make people to act under the
guise of self-interest; self-rights;
self- vindication; self-revenge; selfgratification; and when people are
acting under their inspiration, and
doing the lowest, and meanest, and
most cruel things, they never suspect
that behind the screen there is one
of these demons urging them on, inspiring them with bad suggestions
and plots, and ways of committing
sin!
These demons of power attack
Christians under various plausible
guises, and put thoughts in the mind,
and excitements in the feelings, and
thousands of Christians are yielding
to temptation, speaking words, and
(Continued on page 13.)
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MARRIAGES
LOFTHOUSE-WEAVER
On the 7th day of April, Brother Ralph
M. Lofthouse and Sister Marvill A. Weaver, both of the Cheapside congregation,
Nanticoke, Ont., were united in holy m a t r i mony at the home of the bride's parents,
Brother and Sister Hiram Weaver. Bish.
John Sider officiated.

OBITUARIES
KERN—Jeremiah P. Kern was born in
Royers Ford, Pa., Nov. 26th, 1856, and died
at his home a t Abilene, Kansas, April 1,
1926, aged 69 years, 4 months and 5 days.
He was married to Elizabeth Cassel of
Collegeville, Pa., December 25, 1879. To
this union nine children were born, two
having died in infancy. The mother also
passed to her reward in April of 1899.
On March 6, 1900, he was married to Eliza.beth E. Gish of Abilene, who still survives him. The living children are Mrs.
Sadie Hess of Hamlin, Kans., Mrs. L. J.
Smith of Morrill, Kansas; Mrs. Howard
Mann of Evanston, 111.; Mrs. Naomi Lady,
a missionary in Bulawayo, South Africa;
Edward C. of Mechanicsburg, Pa.; Benjar.-.i-i C rf GHcflcb nrd Pr.i-1 C. rf C—'t??-

Moriches, New York.
Also twenty-six
grand children and four brothers, Frank of
Lisbon, N. D.; Benjamin, of Royers Ford,
Pa.; Edward of Painsville, N. J.; and Reuben of Saepmirn, Okla.
Brother Kern was converted in early
manhood and united with the Brethren in
Christ church, in which fellowship he remained to the time of his death.
Funeral services were held Sunday afternoon a t 3 o'clock from the Brethren in
Christ church. The services were conducted by Eld. G. E. Whisler, with Bish. M. G.
Engle assisting. Rev. W. H. Yoder, assisted by Elder Jacob Charles conducted the
services a t Morrill, Kansas and interment
was made in Morrill cemetery.
MOHLER—E. C. Mohler was born October 1st, 1845 and died March 12th, 1926,
aged 80 years, 6 months and 11 days.
He was united in marriage to Anna Groff,
to which union was born one son and one
daughter. The son died in infancy and
the wife in 1884. He was again united in
marriage to Elizabeth Groff, who also preceded him in death.
He was converted when a young man and
united with the Brethren in Christ church.
He was always interested in its welfare
and the cause of Christ. He served as a
r]-~T— ?-;• ir.r
~-~. H-> —111 b- rl-.rch'
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OLD P E O P L E S ' HOME
Messiah Home, in charge of David H. and Lottie
Engle, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, P a .

NAMES AND ADDRESSES—FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

AFRICA

Bishop and Mrs. H. P . Steigerwald, Wanezi Mission,
Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder a n d Mrs. John A. Climenhaga, Elder R. H .
Mann, and Miss Annie E. Winger, Matopo Mission.
Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. 0 . Winger, Elder Henry H . Brabaker, Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss Sadie Book, and
Miss Grace Book, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag,
Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. J . L. Myers, Miss Martha M. Kauffman, and Miss Beulah Musser, Macha Mission,
Choma, N . Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. L. B . Steckley, Sikalongo Mission,
Choma, N . Rhodesia, S. Africa.
INDIA

Elder a n d Mrs. C. E. Heise, Miss Ruth E . Byer, Miss
Ella Gayman, Miss Mary Dick, Saharsa, B. & N .
Ry., India.
Elder and Mrs. George Paulus, Mrs. Katie B. Smith,
Miss Effie Rohrer, Supaul, B. & N . W. Ry., India.
Brethren I n Christ Mission Rest Home, Gloven, No.
48 Aukland Road, Darjeeling, India.
HOME ON FURLOUGH

Mary E. Heisey, R. K. 1, Union. Ohio.
Eld. and Sr. H. J . Frey. Upland, Calif.
A. D. M, a n d Nellie M. Dick, Lemoyne, Cumb Co.,
Penna.
Eld. and Sr. Myron Taylor, 690 First Ave., Upland,
Calif.
Sallie K. Doner, 117 Cherry St., Palmyra, P a .
Anna Steckley, Gormley, Ont., c. o. Joseph Steckley.
TREASURERS OF T H E D I F F E R E N T BOARDS
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle, 4014 Spring
Garden St., Philadelphia, P a .
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontaria, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Publication Board—D. H . Wenger, Shlppensburg, P a .
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kans.

missed in the church at Sippo.
Funeral services were conducted by Elder S. B. Longenecker and Bishop W. J.
Myers.
BOOKS,—Bro. Henry D. Books was
born Sept. 17, 1861 near Schafferstown,
Lebanon county, Pa., and died April 2 1 ,
1926, after an illness of only one dayHe was the youngest son of the late
Bishop Samuel Books, of Dauphin and Lebanon district. He and his companion were
converted and united with the Brethren in
Christ church about eleven years ago,
and remained faithful unto death. He is
survived by a sorrowful wife, four sons,
four daughters, nine grandchildren, one
brother and four sisters.
Services were conducted by Elders Abner H. Martin and Henry K. Kreider at
the Fairland church and interment was
made in the cemetery near by. Text: II
Tim. 4:7. May his sudden departure be
a means of bringing us nearer to the Lord.
EYER—Henry E. Eyer was born in
Lancaster county, Pa., March 18, 1837,
and died at his home in Abilene on April
16, 1926, aged 89 years and 28 days.
He was united in marriage with Maria
Lenhart in Lancaster county, Pa., on October ?-" IR'VV Tc i l - ; " —-ic-! ton cMdi-on
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were born three of whom with their mother have preceded him in death. The surviving children are Mrs. J. I. Gish of Abilene, Eugene Eyer of Salina, Kans., Mrs.
J. R. Daniels of Scott City, Kans., Mrs.
Harvey Wenger of Riverbank, Calif., Mrs.
James Eyster of Thomas, Okla., and Rosa
Eyer of Abilene. Other living relatives
are thirty-five grandchildren and one sister, Mrs. Fannie Gish of Brookville, Ohio.
Father Eyer with his family came to
Kansas in the spring of 1885 and settled
in Dickinson county where he has resided
until the date of his death.
Father Eyer was converted early in his
married life and united with the Brethren
in Christ church in which fellowship he
remained until death.
Father Eyer as he was known was a
\rery industrious man, a good neighbor, an
earnest Christian and a good citizen.
Funeral services were held from the
Brethren in Christ church Sunday afternoon with Eld. G. E. Whisler in charge.
Rev. T. S. Allman, chaplain of the local
G. A. R. assisting.
WINGER—Jonathan Winger, son of the
late Henry and Nancy Winger of Maple,
Ont., was born June 12th, 1890 in Vaughan
township, York County, Ont., and died
March 11th, 1926, aged 35 years, 8 months
and 27 days.
On Oct. 7th, 1920, he was united in marriage to Sr. Ella Boyd of Kindersley, Sask.,
who preceded him in death nearly 2 years
ago. He united with the Brethren in
Christ church while young in life. He is
survived by two brothers and four sisters,
beside a large number of other relatives.
Funeral services were conducted on Mar.
13th, at the Vaughan church, by Eld. E. J.
Swalm assisted by Elds. D. W. Heise and
Joseph Cober. Text Heb. 9:27. Interment
in cemetery adjoining.
STRAWSER — Elizabeth Pontius was
born in Juniata County, Pa., Sept. 7, 1848,
and departed this life Apr. 4, 1926, aged
77 years, 6 months, 27 days.
She was united in marriage with Samuel
W. Strawser, Aug. 6, 1865. Her husband
preceded her to the spirit world twelve
years ago.
Sister Strawser was converted in her
girlhood, and became a member of the United Brethren church. Later she and her
husband united with the Brethren in
Christ church, of which she was a faithful
and consistent member until death.
Sister Strawser is survived by 8 children,
35 grandchildren, 35 great-grandchildren,
and 6 great-great-grand children.
Funeral services were held at Strawser's
Church, near Oriental, Pa., conducted by
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Elder Jacob W. Keefer, and Rev. H. G.
Reese, of the U. B. church. Text, 2 Cor.
4:18. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.

HEER—Jacob Heer was born Aug. 13,
1844 in Wurzburg, Germany, and departed
this life April 2, 1926, aged 81 years, 7
months and 20 days.
When a young
man of twenty-five, he came to America
and settled in Clay County, Kansas. Two
years later he was married to Elizabeth
Bachman, also from Germany. Together
they homesteaded a section of land and
endured the severe hardships of early pioneer life.
In 1876 Father Heer was converted and
baptized uniting with the Brethren in
Christ church. He loved the ways of the
Lord and the church, and gave his best service, first as a deacon and later as a minister.
He- leaves to mourn his departure, his
faithful and beloved companion and the following children, Mrs. Geo. Mauch, Clay
Center, Kans.; Dan Heer, Manhattan,
Kans,; John, Philip, Chris and Jacob of
near Green, Kans.; who faithfully ministered to him in his nine weeks of illness.
Twenty grandchildren and seven greatgrandchildren also survive.
Funeral services were held Monday, Aug.
5, at 2 p. m. at the Hebron Church, conducted by Eld. John M. Sheets, assisted by
Eld. T. Wm. A. Smith. Another faithful
soldier of the cross has gone to his reward.
STEINBRECHER — Mrs. Henry Steinbrecher was born in Pegaphitz, Germany,
May 31, 1847 and died at her home near
Green, Kans., April 13, 1926, aged 78
years, 10 months and 13 days.
Her maiden name was Miss Dora Sophia Drahtring. She came to America fit
the age of twenty-three and settled in Burlington, Iowa. Here she was converted
and married to Henry Steinbrecher, April
8, 1879. To this union was born one son,
William.
In 1883 the family moved to Kansas and
settled near Green where they have lived
ever since. In 1886 Mother Steinbrecher
was baptized and united with the Brethren
in Christ Church. She loved the Lord
and gave herself whole-heartedly to His
service. The last four years of her life
she was an invalid, confined to her bed
four years. In all this time her testimony
was always "Blessed Assurance, Jesus is
Mine."
She is survived by her faithful husband, one son William, his wife, and one
grandson. A much loved little granddaughter preceded her to the spirit world.
Funeral services were held at the Hebron Church conducted by Bish. M. G.
Engle and Eld. J. M. Sheets. Eld. E. M.
Smith offered prayer at the church.
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REPORTS
BUFFALO MISSION REPORT
To the Visitor family:
We send you all greetings of love through
the precious name of Jesus, our dear Lord
and Saviour. Four months have passed
since we submitted our last report. How
quickly time does fly. It is a reminder of
the shortness of our lives. May the Lord
help us to improve time while we have it.
We feel to thank the Lord for the way
in which He has been working in our Mis.sion. There is nothing which gives us
so much joy as to see the stately movings
of the Spirit, and to know we are under
His direction.
The month of December marked the time
of the beginning of a revival which continued for some time. Souls seemed to be
under the power of conviction, and began
coming to the altar of prayer. We thought
this an opportune time to have special
meetings. Bishop 0., B. Ulery of Springfield, came the first of January, and was
with us for six nights. Bro. Snider was
with us one night also. The meetings were
very interesting, and the soul food was
rich. A number were sanctified, 'praise
God. We appreciated the messages very
much, may the Lord bless the brethren as
they go on their way.
When these meetings closed Bro. M. L.
Dohner came and labored with us for three
weeks. The services were quite well attended.
We had some very severe weather
which kept some at home. The Lord surely worked in a precious way. Souls seemed
to be melted by His power. We are so
glad for the work which was done. It was
refreshing to see souls go through with
God. Some got blessed, and were under
the power of the Holy Spirit. May the Lord
bless all who were helped, and our dear
brother who so faithfully labored with
us.
The work at present is encouraging in
some respects. There are a few unsaved
attending who seemed to be under conviction. Some have made special requests for
prayer, others have lifted their hand.
. There is much sickness in the City at present. Our services are small at times.
The interest seems good in general. We
give God all the glory for all that has been
done. May He continue to care for His
work here and elsewhere.
Financial for December
Receipts—Sr. Chadeayne, $5.00; Sr. Marvill Weaver, $5.00; Sr. Myrtle Weaver,
$5.00, Bro. J. M. Hoover, $4.00; Bro. R.
Gilmore, $2.00; Sr. Ruth Cronk, $5.00;
Grantham S. S., $34.61, Sr. Cora Steckley,
$2.00; hall, $2.10, Bro. and Sr. Earl Winger, $4.00; Bro. and Sr. E. A. Robert, $10.
00; Bro. Arnold Brauen, $10.00.
Total
$88.71.
Expenditures—table, $47.94; sundry, $5.
57; gas, $2.40; electric, $2.58; coke, $2.58;
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car fare, $0.15; Hymn books, $6.00, telephone, $2.81. Total, $84.45.
Financial for January
Receipts—Sr. Mira Doner, $1.00; I. H.
N., $10.00; Sr. Chadeayne, $5.00; Bro. and
Sr. E. Winger, $5.00; Sr. Melba Martin,
$3.00; Sr. Mary Schell, $0.50; Bro. Peter
Sider, $1.00; I. H. N., $5.00; Bro. John
Shauntz, $2.00; I. H. N., $5.00; Sr. Lewis
$5.00; Sr. Martha Sentz, $5.00; Bro. and
Sr. F . J. Bossert, $1.00; Sr. Mabel Hiltz,
$2.00; Valley Chapel S. S., $8.95; hall, $16.
10; Bro. and Sr. E. A. Robert, $10.00; Sr.
Evelyn Winger, $5.00; Bro. Ehlers, $10.00;
Sr. Mary Ginder, $1.00; Bro and Sr. Christain Sider, $1.00; Bro. and Sr. Winger,
$5.00. Total, $112.55.
Expenditures—table, $45.38; sundries $1.
.84; gas, $1.85; electric, $2.78, telephone,
$2.81; repairs, $4.50; car fare, $0.69; coke,
$19.00. Total, $78.85.
Financial for February
Receipts—Sr. Elva Heise $2.00, Sr. Mabel Cober $2.00, Bro. and Sr. Climenhaga
$5.00, Bro. and Sr. Monklebaan $10.00;
Bro. and Sr. Emerson Climenhaga $1.00;
Bro. A. E. Reigle $1.00, Bro. and Sr, Christian Sider $5.00. Total, $26.00.
Expenditures — table $34.85, sundries
$3.65, gas $1.30, electric $3.71, car fare
$0.30, telephone $2.81, repairs, $0.30. Total, $46.90.
Financial for March
Receipts—Sr. Winger's S. S. Class,
Springvale Ont. $11.00, I. H.. N. $5.00,
hall $12.69, Sr. Marvill Weaver $5.00, Sr.
Chadeayne $5.00; Bro. and Sr. Winger,
$4.00, Bro. and Sr. E. A. Robert $10.00,
Bro. and Sr. Brauen $5.00, Sr. Cora Steckley $5.00, Sr. Emma Sider $2.00, Sr. Evelyn Mater $1.00, I. H. N. $5.00, Sr. Anne
Schwend $1.00. Total $71.69.
Expenditures — table $26.66, sundries
$2.87, gas $2.60, electric $2.70, telephone,
$2.81, fuel $23.25, repairs $3.40, car -fare,
$0.20. Total $64.43.
A goodly number of the brethren of Black
Creek, Clarence Centre, Pelham and Buffalo, donated provisions, as eggs, butter,
baked goods, potatoes and meat. May the
richest blessing of the Lord, continue to
rest on all who have so liberally given of
their substance. We ask all who know the
value of prayer to continue to pray for the
work at this place.
Yours in the Master's service,
Bro. and Sr. E. C. Bossert and Workers.
UPLAND, CALIF., NEWS
Greetings in Jesus name:
Praise the Lord, He is dealing at this
place, of which we are very thankful.
God is faithful. There seems to be a great
determination to go through with God
among the young people and, also, the older people as well.
On Thursday evening, March 11th, our
first Annual State Sunday School Convention was held. Problems connected with
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this work were discussed. Good thoughts
and ideas were thus brought to light, and
were very helpful to those who are actively engaged in the work.
On Friday, March 12th, our State Council was held, which was well represented
and a lively interest was shown.
The following Saturday and Sunday our
Love Feast was held, a large number taking part in the remembrance of the sufferings and death of our precious Saviour.
Our spring revival meetings will be held
by Elder J. N. Eyster, starting April 11th.
Prayer for missions will be held the Thursday evening previous, in charge of Elders
Harvey Frey and Myron Taylor.
The Mexican work is progressing with
the blessing of God upon it. It was started through the Young Peoples' Meeting
and has grown to the extent that the
Church has taken it in charge. Bro. Harvey Frey is superintendent of the work.
A new camp has been added lately, making
a total of six Mexican camps and one Philippine.
The students prayer meetings, which
started under the Mexican work, are proving to be a great blessing. The Mexican
work, our revivals, and the keeping together of the young people in unity, are
the burdens of these meetings. The Lord
has been pouring out His blessings upon
these meetings.
—Cor.
A TESTIMONY
To the readers of the Visitor family:
I am glad this morning that I find in
my heart a word of praise for my Saviour.
I am thankful that He has come into my
heart to abide. Am glad He is no respector of persons, but whosoever will may
come, and drink of the waters freely.
I
praise Him for His power and the ways in
which He reveals His love to His own.
I am truly thankful that I can say
from the depth of my heart, that He has
become an all sufficient Saviour to me.
He is my solace in sorrow, my strength in
weakness, the giver and sharer of my
joys, my constant companion and my very
life.
I am glad I know my Captain and have
full confidence in my Guide. Am thankful
that He has prepared a (soul) rest to the
people of God, and praise Him for giving
me this rest. As I write some of these lines
and think of praising God for what He
does for me, the thought comes "you had
better be careful, you are holding a pretty
high standard."
Nevertheless, I must
give glory and praise for what He has done
for me, and for what He is doing now.
Sometimes I am tested severely, but am
glad my consecration holds. "And am persuaded that he is able to keep that which
I have committed unto Him against that
day."
Am glad that "we have not an high
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priest which cannot be touched with the
feeling of our infirmities, but was in all
points tempted like as we are, yet without
sin." It is our blessed privilege, "to come
boldly to the throne of grace that we may
obtain mercy and find grace to help in
time of need." This mercy and grace is
not obtained without yielding ourselves,
but as we yield our all, God always gives a
full reward, that the world knows nothing
of.' By God's grace I shall ever have Him
first above all else, and desire to see others brought into full fellowship with Christ
who has paid the price for us all.
Your sister in Christ,
Mary Wingerd.

{

IN GETHSEMANE
'Tis
The
'Tis
The

midnight, and on Olive's brow,
star is dimmed that lately shone,
midnight; in the garden now
suffering Savior prays alone.

'Tis midnight, and from all removed,
The Savior wrestles lone with fears,
Even that disciple whom He loved
Heeds not his Master's grief and tears.
'Tis midnight and for other's guilt,
The Man of Sorrows weeps in blood;
Yet He, who hath in anguish knelt,
Is not forsaken by His God.
'Tis midnight and from ether plains
Is borne the song that angels know;
Unheard by mortals are the strains
That sweetly soothe the Savior's woe.
—Selected.

YOUNG PEOPLE AND THEIR
BIBLE.
(Continued from page 5.)
The Bible is the basis of all morality. It sets forth the highest standards of any religion and an acquaintance with its author helps the young
as well as the old to live up to that
standard.
Then, if this Book is so wonderful,
why not read it more? What do you
read? Should novels and other light
reading fill our time for reading? No,
decidedly not. There is so much good
reading that we will never be able to
read, that our time should not be
wasted by reading what is not inspirational and uplifting.
Reported by Clarence Musser.
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T h e Family Circle
MOTHER'S OLD CHAIR.
The shadows were beginning to
lengthen one afternoon in late September. The houses in the little village, boasting of but one main street,.
were few and far between and had
all been built facing an undulating
meadow.
To many, the spot would have been
a dreary outlook in life's passing,
but to the little old woman, sitting on
the vine-shaded porch of one of the
prettiest of the houses, it had meant
home to her thruout the many years
that had waited at her threshold.
Here her girlhood days had laughed thru the shadows and danced life's
holidays. As a bride, a mother, a
' widow, the old place had listened,
thrilled and sorrowed with her.
Now, as an old woman, she was
sitting in an old-fashioned stool.
Her wrinkled hands lay folded in her
lap and her head seemed to snuggle
cosily into the padded back of the
old rocker with its quiet calico cover.
A shawl had been thrown around her
shoulders but it had slipped down,
revealing the frail form of the waiting pilgrim, for today her home was
to be broken up and she was to take
up her home with her married daughter, Mrs. Comfort, who lived in one
of the prettiest homes on the heights.
A moving-van, filled with old-fashioned furniture, stood in front of
the cottage.
The driver waited,
standing patiently near his horses
and now and then glancing furtively
at the little old woman, so pathetically waiting for the great change in
her life.
He had known "Auntie," as* he
fondly called her, ever since he was
a little boy and had joyously received her cookies and other little helps
that filled his heart with bubbling joy.
"A plagued shame!" he muttered,
rubbing old Bill's nose. "She's no
more set on wanting to keep that little bit of old stuff—just that old
rocker and footstool—than
her

daughter is on having them all carted off and sold!"
Once he thought he saw her beckon
to him. Going casually up the walk,
that he might not attract the attention of the busy woman within who
was putting the finishing touches to
the day's upheaval, he stood near enough to hear the little woman's agonized whisper.
"Gus, I can't let these two go!
You loaded in all the rest and I never made a murmur, but these two are
all I have left of my very own. It
won't be long at the best, Gus, before I'll have no need of them, and
then," but her voice choked and Gus
hurriedly broke in: "Don't worry
any more about them, Auntie, there
will be a way out, I know," consolingly.
"Yes, Gus," she nodded thru her
tears. "I always believe the clouds
will shift somehow or other." Then
smiling reminiscently, "Mother used
to tell us every trouble was just the
forerunner of a rainbow with its pot
of gold at the foot of it."
Her voice had broken again but
Gus heard her whisper, "I'm holding
hard to His promises," then turning
her face to him, her tired eyes filled
with tears, she said apologetically,
"I'm not stubborn, Gus, I'm just hungering for them!'
It was growing dusk. As Gus passed down thru the yard to his team
a happy thought struck him. Glancing at his watch he knew John Comfort had reached his home and, no
doubt, was wondering at the prolonged absence of his wife. "No time like
the present," he exclaimed to himself, and started off for Mr. Comfort's home, knowing if any one could
assist in finding the solution it would
be the big-hearted son-in-law of the
Til just
worried little woman.
run across, and if he is home, I'll
fetch him back with me."
Mrs. Comfort, coming out of the
cottage, stood quietly by the old rock-
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er. "Mother, won't you help me?"
she questioned tenderly. "You know
you should not live here all alone,
and you also know the furniture must
be sold. Why don't you listen to reason, dear? You've sat out here nearly all day and with but very little to
eat. You are worrying yourself and
me sick. See, it is almost dark and
you are running a great risk of
catching cold." Lovingly she drew
the shawl up around her mother.
Stooping to make it secure this time,
she gazed pleadingly into the timeworn face of the little woman.
"We're not fair to Gus, Mother.
He wants to go home. If I could
make you see, dear, how these old
things will look among all the pretty
furniture I have placed in your
room, I know you would never give it
another thought. Come, Mother, let's
go home."
The frail little woman leaned eagerly forward as tho to make another
request, but her daughter hurriedly
interrupted:
"Now, Mother, dear, don't begin all
over again. I don't want to dictate
against your wishes, but these old
things are just as liable to bring up
sad memories as they are to cause
you to live with pleasant ones. Once
they are out of your sight you will be
surprised how quickly they are forgotten, These," touching the back of
the old rocker and glancing unsentimentally at the worn footstool, "will
shabby your whole room."
Her mother's despairing eyes were
fixed on the rolling meadow opposite,
where the frogs for so many years
had proclaimed the glad coming of
spring, and where the pasturing
cows had turned appreciative eyes
toward her as she occasionally fed
them big bunches of carrots. Her
lips moved as if in prayer.
Mrs. Comfort, baffled, stood gazing off into the gathering darkness.
The quiet and the hour seemed to give
the little mother strength for one last
appeal. Looking pleadingly into her
daughter's face, one withered hand
in loving touch on an arm of the old
rocker, the other hand feebly extended, she almost whispered:
"Daughter, just let me keep these
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touched. That timid glance of her
mother's had broken down all barriers. No further arguments were
necessary. Coming quickly to her
mother's side, she knelt on the old
footstool, and then the younger woman took her mother into a close embrace.
Not a word was spoken. A flood
of sympathetic vision swept Mrs.
Comfort back over the years. She
lived the scenes her mother had lived.
She saw the little woman kneeling
on the old footstool, knowing the
great blackness of despairing loneliness was settling down over her, yet
bravely holding the hands of her
"But, Mother," then hearing ap- dear one in the old chair, that he
proaching footsteps, she turned. might feel her presence near as he
"There is some one coming up the "entered the shadows." She, too, felt
path with Gus. It looks like John. the blankness of succeeding days
. It is John! And I did not want him when the great hunger for a loved
to know how persistently you are one tugged feverishly at the heart.
holding out on this trifling matter, The old chair, the worn footstool
needed no other advocate now to
but Im too worn-out now to care!"
John Comfort, smiling happily, speak for their presence in the home.
stooped and tenderly kissed the She pressed her check in love's intrembling little mother. Then, quiet- terpreting touch to that of her mothly taking his wife in his arms, he er's and remained a moment longer
held her there until the tense nerves in silence.
Gus, standing near his horses, was
had relaxed, and he heard her saying
deeply
touched.
One moment he
thru her sobs: "Oh, John, I can't
glanced
off
across
the
distance, and
get Mother to budge."
then
he
began
whistling
a lively tune.
Wisely refraining from any comments, John Comfort was soon mas- This had the happy effect of breakter of the difficult situation. Calling ing the tenseness, for rising quickly,
heartily to Gus at the gate, he said: Mrs. Comfort joyously exclaimed:
"Come up here, Gus, will you, and get "John is right! This old rockingMother's chair. This old footstool chair and this time-honored footstool
belong to you,, Mother, dear, now,
must go, too. We haven't any in our
henceforth, and forever."
new home, little Mother, that can
John laughed with understanding
rest a tired back and wearied feet as
joy; Gus threw his cap into the air,
these will do. Why, Mother, you've
and the little mother raised her face
sat so long in this old rocker, you
to heaven, tear-stained and glorywouldn't be Mother, once let you get
kissed.
loose in one of these up-to-date mod"Your room is to be your home,"
els."
continued Mrs. Comfort. Then alert
The old woman's face illumined.
on giving happy orders, she called:
Gazing timidly at her daughter, she
"John, help Gus get this old bedstead
showed an uncertainity as to how down from the wagon, and its fat
John's kindness to her would be re- feather companion. Where did we
ceived.
put that box of bedclothes?
We
Mrs. Comfort had intercepted the must have them. The old blue-andgreat wave of tender joy that passed white coverlets, the patch-work quilts
from her mother to John. But when the dainty valances and overhanging
this was quickly followed by an ov- ones to match, curtains, too. Mother,
ershadowing of trembling doubt, I've often wondered if anyone's curthe daughter's heart was deeply
two!' All the rest you may take away and sell, but these—oh, daughter, your father died in this very
chair. I knelt at his feet on the old
footstool, holding his hands in mine.
He said he could go into the shadows easier if he felt me near him.
And then—when the great loneliness
settled down on my heart until it
seemed at times as tho I couldn't
breathe—I would sit in this old chair
until the load had lifted and I could
again say: 'Not my will but Thine,
oh, Lord!' I can't begin all over again. Just let me keep this one
touch of the old life. It means so
much to me and it won't be for long."
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tains could be whiter than yours."
"Want this glass-knobbed bureau?" John called from the top of
the load.
"Want it? I should say we do. And
the sewing-stand that just matches
it. Gus," she called gaily, "do you
recall where you put that box of pictures? I remembei every one of
them, from childhood up.
'Washington Crossing the Delaware,' 'Bobert Burns and His Highland Mary,'
'The Landing of the Pilgrims'— I
often wondered why they dressed the
little Pilgrim in an exact counterpart
of her mother Pilgrim. Good! I've
found the big turkey-feather fan.
Mother we're going to have two
homes in one. Won't we do a lot of
visiting? You'll visit me and
I'll
visit you; well dine and we'll sup
off of old dishes blue, she improvised swinging the lantern to and fro
much to the amusement and the hindrance of her husband and Gus.
"Mother, mine," she laughed, giving the woman an extra hug, "we
younger generation think we know
enough to regulate the whole universe. We're going home now, to
your home and mine."
A beautiful benediction dropped
softly from the mothers lips: "I was
holding hard to His promises and He
failed me not."
"How about the rainbow now,
Auntie," laughed Gus, tucking her in
for the short journey home.
"I didn't want to worry you,
daughter," the little woman explained softly, "but the foolish tears would
flow."
"Don't call them foolish tears again, Mother," returned Mrs. Comfort, repentantly. "Why, without
the shower how could we have had
the rainbow? The blessed rainbow,"
she repeated softly.—Youth's Christian Companion.
Thou hast made us for Thyself and
the heart never resteth until it fmdeth
rest in Thee.—St. Augustine.
The soul was made for God * * *
He who is saved from sin and united
with God possesses the utmost felicity that the human soul can enjoy,
either in this or the coming world.—
Adam C-lark.

\
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MEMORIES OF MOTHER
"What is home without a Mother?"
Tender, oft-repeated thought!
Yet we know not half its meaning
Until by experience taught.
Then we came home sad and lonely,
List'ning for her voice once more,
And in fancy hear her footsteps
Passing thru the kitchen door."
Will we find her in the garden,
Always busy as can be?
Will we find her busy churning
'Neath the shady cherry tree,
Where so oft we saw her working
Singing some familiar air?
No, dear Mother's gone forever,
And we will not find her there.
Still in vain we look and listen
For the voice now hushed and still,
And her chair stands lone and empty—
She her place no more will fill.
Years have gone since Mother left us.
I recall the night she died,
When we 'round her bedside gathered
And in bitter anguish cried.
God saw fit to take her from us
To that home that knows no pain,
Where no earthly cares, nor trouble,
Nor distress shall come again.
Oft I dream I see dear Mother,
Oh, so dear her presence seems;
But I wake to disappointment,
Finding that 'twas but a dream.
I've a picture in my memory
Which was stamped there long ago:
Mother in her arm chair sitting,
Gently rocking to and fro—
Sweetly singing, softly singing,
From the hymn book in her hand;
Now methinks she's with the angels
Singing with that happy band.
Still in my ears there seems to ring
These dear old songs she used to sing:
"There is a happy land,
Far, far away,
Where saints in glory stand
Bright, bright as day."
Seems I hear her voice yet singing—
"Children of the heavenly king,
As ye journey, sweetly sing,
Sing your Saviour's worthy praise,
Glorious in His works and ways."
"Ashamed of Jesus, that dear friend,
On whom my hopes of heaven depend?
No, when I blush, be this my shame
That I no more revere His name."
As these words on my ears did roll
It brought conviction to my soul.
But I kept wand'ring on in sin
And did not let the Saviour in.
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Oft I saw her read her Bible,
Sweetest message, old, yet new;
Since I gave my heart to Jesus,
I have learned to love it, too.
Oh, how oft I long to see her
And the news to her impart,
And to ask that she forgive me
For the times I grieved her heart.
Some day I expect to meet her
In that land so far away,
Where there is no hour of parting
Where all tears are wiped away.
She'll be glad, I know, to see me,
For I know her heart did yearn
For each one of her dear children,
That we might to Jesus turn.
Dear young readers who have parents,
Do you love them as you should?
Do you heed their words of warning
Which they mean but for your good?
Do you turn away rebellious
And their loving counsel spurn,
Laying all the blame upon them,
Thinking them unkind and stern?
For each disobedient action
To your parents you have shown,
Some day you will reap the harvest
From the seed which you have sown.
When their forms lie cold and silent
Then you'll see your sad mistake,
You'll remember how you grieved them—
But, ah then, 'twill be too late.
—Mrs. A. E. Downey.

SPIRITUAL ENEMIES EXPOSED.
(Continued from page 7.)
thinking thoughts that are ruinous
to their peace, without ever dreaming
that they are playing in the hands ofsome evil spirit! It requires the most
perfect humility, calmness, and deliberation to discern the approaches
of these powerful demons!
An old tale-bearer, that creeps
from house to house, tattling about
the neighbors, and instigating bad
feelings between husbands and wives,
between brothers and sisters, between pastor and people is the very
embodiment of these low, slimy serpents that act with tireless energy
to destroy the peace and lives of
God's creatures.
These demons of power begin to
work on human souls in a small way,
but if the soul follows their suggestion they soon turn on the steam to a
high pressure, and push the poor vic^
tim to commit some sin or some rash
act which he never dreamed of committing.
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3. "The Rulers of the Darkness of
this Age." The word "world" in our
version should be "age," for the
darkness is to pass away at the Second Coming of Jesus, when Satan and
all demons will be chained in the abyss, and hence it should be rendered, "the darkness of this age."
These demons that have the rulership in darkness are distinct from the
"principalities and the powers."
These are the demons that manage
superstition, witchcraft, fortune-telling, heresy, ignorance, and all sorts
of stupidity, self-conciet, and spiritual blindness. What countless millions of our fellow-creatures are under the power of these demons of
darkness! The world is full of superstition, even among professing Christians, and vast multitudes have a
weakness for depending on signs,
foolish
dreams,
fortune-telling,
whimsical impressions, on horse-shoe
good luck—on almost everything except the pure Word of God, and a
pure faith in the Living Christ.
These demons of darkness attack all
Christians, and there are times when
the holiest souls are greatly perplexed and depressed by their power.
They will sometimes spread, as it
were, their black wings over the
mind, and shut out the bright light
of God's Truth and make things look
gloomy and upside down, and wrong
end foremost.
These demons at
times will make it seem as if God has
forsaken you, as if all friends had
deserted you, as if truth was false
and error was truth.
4. "The Wicked Spirits in Heavenly Places." The word "high places"
should be "Heavenly places," and the
words "spiritual wickedness" should
be "wicked spirits," for it is evident
that spiritual wickedness has no personality, but these wicked spirits are
personalities that can act on other
persons. These are the most dangerous of all demons, because they
are religious demons, and their special work is in the "Heavenlies."
They intrude into all the highest religious experiences, and deal entirely
with deep spiritual truth, seeking to
pervert such truth into error. These
(Continued on page 16.)
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Foreign Missionary Department
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FORWARD HO!
H. J. Frey.

Gospel to the ends of the earth, the
work will go forward, and the Church
will prosper.
When sh. becomes
selfish and settles down to selfish
ease and satisfaction, she fails, even
as many have already done. God forbid that it should be so with us.
In thinking of mission work, let
us not think of one special phase of
the work only, whether home or foreign. God's work is one work, and
He is interested in all. I would not
depreciate Home Mission work, no
not in the least; we need it, and we
must have it, if the Church would
prosper. We need Church extension
here in the homeland; for how can
the Foreign work continue to grow
if the home work is at a standstill.
Again it is Biblical to emphasize the
necessity of the Home work, for xthe
Lord Himself said, "In Jerusalem and
in Judea, and in Samaria." But He
did not stop there, and neither should
we. The man who is intensely interested in the Foreign work cannot but
be interested in the Home work as
well; and on the other hand he who
is giving his life for the salvation of
•the people about his own door is not
the one who is going to oppose sending the Gospel also to the Foreign
field.

In our previous article, we tried
to get a glimpse of the needs of the
field, and we noticed the fact that the
Church is facing a crisis in mission
work. We also stated that notwithstanding the fact that Satan is doing
all he can to hinder, still like Moses
and the children of Israel at the Red
Sea, God wants us to go forward.
Let us all ask ourselves then as to
what we are going to do, what stand
we will take in the matter.
I think of the early Church in
North Africa.
There was a Bible
and Missionary Training School in
connection with the University of
Alexandria; and missionaries from
this center were sent to all parts of
the known world; with the result that
the Church grew, and so increased in
numbers that the whole of North Africa became Christian, there being
nine hundred churches along the
northern border. They were also a
persecuted people; and it was from
Africa that Tertulian sent his famous answer to his Roman persecutors, "Kill us, torture us, grind us
to dust, the oftener we are mown
down the more in number we grow,
for the blood of martyrs is seed."
They were a persecuted people, a
Have we ever stopped to consider
united people, and a missionary peo- . the meaning of the word "world."
ple. What then was the result? The Have we ever stood before an atlas
Church grew and prospered—until of the world, and allowed the Lord
the time when there came into the to bring home to us the fact that
Church rivalry and political bicker- twelve hundred millions of souls are
ings and internal strife instead of the still in heathen darkness, and that
missionary spirit. As a natural re- many hundreds of millions of them
sult, the Church failed, and was sup- are still untouched by the Gospel?
erceded by a united and progressive How many times do we pray for the
Mohammedanism, that even to this 200,000,000 Mohammedans, the 300,
day holds relentless power over the 000,000 Confucianists and Taoists,
minds and hearts of millions of the the hundreds of millions of Buddsimple natives of North and Central hists and others unto whom the light
Africa.
of the Gospel has not yet shone. Do
Is there a lesson for us then in this we realize that when Jesus gave His
historical example?
Simply this, last and greatest command that His
that as long as God's Church is filled people should go into all the world
with a single aim, of sending the to preach the Gospel, that He also in-
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cluded these countless millions that
are still untouched even after these
hundreds of years ?
Do we realize that in the year 1920
there was in Africa but one missionary to 24,000 people, in Japan one to
52,000, in India one to 62,000, and in
China only one missionary to the
stupendous number of 65,000 people, while in America there is one
Protestant minister to less than two
thousand people, to say nothing of
the large number of other Christian
workers, teachers, deacons and deaconesses? There is indeed a need of
laborers in the home field and it is
a sad fact that according to the reports of many denominations the
number of applicants for the ministry is on the decline. This should
not be the case; and as Bro. Sheets
so forcefully says in the Visitor of a
few weeks ago, "We have lots of
room for Church extension right here
in the old Keystone State, and we.
must positively stand by our missionaries." How true and timely is this
admonition, and may God forgive us
for our lack of faithfulness on this
line. What a great field looms up before us on this very line. We think
of the great need in so many of our
great cities, we think of many other
places in the Old Keystone State, and
in the other states; from some places,
too, the people are calling; we think
of the neglected Indians and the
Mexicans, right at our door, to say
nothing of the thousands of Chinese
and Japanese, in our Western cities,
who are largely untouched by the
Gospel. We think also of our own
sons and daughters, who ought to be
in the Church, but too many of
whom are still unsaved or living an
indifferent Christian life. We think
too of the way that Modernism and
Higher Criticism is coming into so
many of the popular churches of the
day, and our hearts cry out in intercessory prayer, "O God in some way
use us in bringing the unadulterated
Gospel to the people at our very
doors."
Brethren, are we doing what
can on this line? Those of us
are pastors, are we devoting
time to the work as we should?

we
who
our
And
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those who are devoting their time
to the earning of money, are we supporting our pastors as we ought?
Seeing that we believe that the end
of the age draweth nigh, does it not
behoove us to stretch every nerve, by
giving, by preaching and exhorting,
by prayer, real intercessory prayer,
by giving ourselves to Him and His
service a living sacrifice in order that
He might use us as He will?
May
God roll the burden upon us as never
before. Beloved Brethren, I need
not say that if the burden of the
Home work is thus resting upon us,
our burden will also extend to the
Foreign field. We cannot help it.
The Spirit of evangelism to the uttermost parts of the world was in
Jesus, as it must also be in His true
disciples.
(To be Continued.)
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Mrs. H. E. Hickerson, Sedgwick,
Kans
50.00
Susan Caskey, Abilene, Kans
100.00
Br. and Sr. Carl Derrick, Detroit,
Kans
25.00
A. J. Heise, Hamlin, Kans
200.00
Arthur N. Heise, Hamlin, Kans
25.00
Bethel S. S., Kans
13.15
Belle Spring, Y. P. C , Kans
16.71
Rose Bank S. S., Kans
28.32
Hebron S. S., Kans
16.76
Abilene Congregation, Kans
214.97
J. A. and Susan Garwick, Coleta,
111
5.00
Franklin Corner, 111
35.26
P. J. Weibe, Thomas, Okla
25.00
Valley Chapel Congregation, Ohio .. 70.00
Mansrield District, Ohio
12.75
In His Name, Canton, Ohio...
2.00
Anon, So. Charleston, Ohio
25.00
Pleasant Hill S. S., Ohio
43.00
In His Name, Springfield, Ohio
50.00
O. B. Herr, New Carlisle, Ohio
10.00
Carrie Deemey, Dallas Center, Iowa
5.00
From a Sister, Upland, Cal
200.00
Upland S. S., Upland, Calif
5.00
Shannon District, Shannon 111
20.50
Interest
26.25
Total Receipts and Cash Bal
.-...$6,497.88
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REPORT OF HOME MISSION TREASURY
Receipts
Balance on hand
$907.05
A Brother and Sister, Mowersville,
Pa
10.00
North Franklin District, Pa.,
38.00
Rosebank S. S., Kans
8.50
Jesse and Ella Lehman, Pa., pledge 100.00
Fannie Davidson, pledge
5.00
Alfred Rots, Pa
20.00
In His Name, Abilene, Kans
15.00
Susie Kashey, Abilene, Kans
5.00
Manor Pequea District, Pa
7.00
Refton S. S., Pa
6.53
Earl Stern, Pa.
50.00
Waukena S. S., Calif
19.04
Wm. Boyer, returned check
20.00
Francis Wismer, Estate Bequest
25.00
Mortgage on Boston Mission Property
6000.00
Interest on Boston Mission Property
464.00
Carlisle S. S., Abram Lehman
22.62
Freegrace S. S., Pa
50.00
A Sister, Ohio
:
5.00
D. G. and Ella J. Zook, Pa
25.00
Rosebank S. S., Kans
15.17
Rapho District by J. Earl Martin.... 127.25
D. R. Eyster, sale of small tent
15.00
North Franklin District, Pa
90.00
A. C. and Anna Zook, Pa
40.00
A Sister, Mount Joy, Pa
15.00
Norman Rosenberger, Pa
5.00
A. O. Zook and wife, Abilene, Kans. 25.00
Zion S. S., Carland, Mich
19.00
B. N. Hess, returned check
12.00
Mechaniscburg S. S., Pa
26.22
Rapho District, Pa
78.25
Pleasant Hill S. S., Hamlin, Kans... 83.73
Abilene Congregation, Kans
*.. 101.98
Miss Sophia Reeter, 111
5.00
Geo. Reeder, 111
2.50
Mrs. Cora Allright, 111
1.00
Upland S. S., Calif
92.71
Lizzie Lenhart, Abilene, Kans
5.00
Susan Caskey, Abilene, Kans
5.00
Zion S. S., Kans
103.80
O. B. Herr, Ohio, Pledge
10.00
New Gilford District, Pa
68.00
A Sister, conference pledge
'.. 25.00
From the will of Sister Hunsberger 300.00
Tena Stover
5.00
Roy Wideman
10.00
Cyrus Hallman
10.00
Eld. Henry Heise
2.00
Total
$8749.35

REPORT OF FOREIGN MISSION
TREASURER
Balance, March 1, 1926
$3351.57
Receipts from March 1 to April 1, 1926
Month's Expenditures
From a Sister, Carland, Mich
$5.00 Home Mission Maintenance ....
400.00
J. L. Coulson, Wheeler, Mich.
5.00 India Maintenance
1,200.00
Clarence Center S. S„ N. Y
89.07 South Africa Maintenance
978.70
In memory of Bro. and Sr. D. Shirk,
Interest
96.00
Mexico, Pa
10.00 South Africa Maintenance
2,926.00
Mexico Congregation, Mexico, Pa
40.00 Total Expenditures
$5,600.70
Cumberland District, Pa
57.00 Balance in Treasury
$897.18
Manor and Pequea District, Pa
170.00
S. G. Engle, Treas.
Cedar Spring Congregation, Pa
65.00
Manheim Congregation, Pa
95.50
MY NEIGHBOR'S BIBLE.
Mastersonville Congregation, Pa
154.04
Grantham Congregation, Pa
170.75 I am my neighbor's Bible.
Spring Creek, Hershey, Pa
22.00
He reads me when we meet;
Palmyra Congregation, Pa
42.00 Today he reads me in my home—
New Guilford District, Pa
61.00
Tomorrow in the street.
Mt. Pleasant Congregation, Pa
207.00 He may be relative or friend
Elizabethtown Congregation, Pa
195.00
Or slight acquaintance be;
Souderton and Silverdale CongregaHe may not even know my name,
tion
63.11
Yet he is reading me.
Trappe Congregation, Pa
33.75
A. C. and Anna Zook, ChambersAnd pray, who is this neighbor
burg, Pa
40.00
Who reads me day by day,
D. L. and Ella Zook, Chambersburg,
To learn if I am living right
Pa
25.00
And walking as I pray ?
A Sister, East Petersburg, Pa
5.00
O, he is with me always
Norman Rosenberger,
Souderton,
To criticize or blame;
Pa
5.00
So worldly-wise in his own eyes,
Expenditures
J. A. Willwerth, Ephrata, Pa
25.00
And sinner is his name.
L. F. Sheets Chapel rent and horse
Free Grace Congregation, Pa
50.00
feed
Montoursville Congregation, Pa
21.00 Dear Christian friends and brothers,
Herman G. Miller, allowance 3
Manor S. S. Pa
23.85
If we could only know
workers
•.
Pequea S. S., Pa
6.57 How faithfully the world records
Earl L. Bossert, allowance 4 workLancaster S. S., Pa
4.40
Just what we say and do;
ers
Milton Byer, Hamlin, Kans
100.00
Oh, we would write our record plain,
D. E. Jenning, allowance 3 workers
Ada Engle, Abilene, Kans
15.00
And come in time to see
Sarah H. Bert, allowance 6 workers
Ida Lenhert, Abilene, Kans
30.00 Our worldly neighbor won to Christ
L. F. Sheets, allowance 2 workers....
Jacob Eshelman, Sedgwick, Kans
10.00
While reading you and me..
W. H. Boyer, allowance 4 workers..
Joseph Eshelman, Sedgwick, Kans. 75.00
—Selected by Alvah Wingert.
Clyde Shirk, allowance 3 workers....

66.00
60.00
80.00
60.00
120.00
40.00
80.00
60.00
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Maggie Sollenberger, allowance 2
workers
40.00
John Martin, allowance 4 workers.. 80.00
Henry P. Heisey, allowance 2 workers
40.00
Attorney fees for mortgage collection
50.00
Benj. Hess trip to Kentucky
15.00
S. B. Stoner for Iona Dixon
10.00
John L. Minter fare to Iron Springs 21.00
Foreign Mission Board to S. G.
Engle
3000.00
Foreign Mission Board Interest
207.00
Elizabethtown National Bank, note..l300.00
Elizabethtown National Bank Interest
42.47
Henry P, Heisey, auto repairs
28.13
Emanuel Rohrer, Kentucky service.. 58.09
Benj. Hess, service at Kentucky
12.00
John L. Minter
26.00
David Hershey, use of auto
6.25
D. R. Eyster, balance on rent at Arcadia, Fla
110.00
L. F. Sheetz, chapel rent and horse
feed
33.00
D. E. Jennings, Miscellaneous Expenses .:
30.00
Annie Myers, interest
48.00
Four Workers at Welland
80.00
Coal for Welland Mission
'.
15.00
L. Shoalts, car fare Mission Trip.... 15.80
Walter Reichard :
20.00
Total
$5722.94
Balance on hand
$3026.41
Abner Martin Treas.

SPIRITUAL ENEMIES EXPOSED.
(Continued from page 13.)

are the demons that turn themselves
into "angels of light," and claim to
be the Holy Spirit, and get people to
follow their suggestions under the
impression that they are following
the Holy Ghost. They are demons
who have joined the church, been
baptized, profess religion, even profess Holiness, and claim to have marvellous visions, dreams, ecstacies,
prophecies, great gifts, wonderful
demonstrations, and their whole aim
is to attack the most religious people
and get them off into heresy, to following impressions, or to be puffed
up with self conceit and self-righteousness to fancy that they are above
other saints. These are they who
think they are beyond the need of instruction; that they are inspired
"prophets;" that they have discover-

VISITOR

ed some new religion; that they are
God's special pets; that they have a
commission to correct and rebuke everybody else; that they are glorified;
never going to die; or some form of
error which will wreck their true
Christian character and life work!
All the forms of modern heresy and
wild delusions, such as spiritualism,
Christian Science, Dowieism, Millennial Dawnism, Theosophy, New
Thought, modernism and every form
of abominable self-conceit, are the
result of these "wicked spirits in the
Heavenly places" deceiving poor
souls that are not rooted in the pure
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Gospel faith. These are the various
ranks of evil spirits that are abroad
in the world, and they are adapted to
attack every class of mankind, from
the most devoted followers of Jesus
.o kings and parliaments!—-Trac^
There is a place to me more dear
Than native vale or mountain—
A place for which affection's tear
Springs grateful from its fountain.
'Tis not where kindred souls abound,
Though that is almost heaven;
But where I first my Saviour found,
And knew my sins forgiven.
—Selected.
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Holman Self-Pronouncing

Large Print Reference Bible
WITH CONCORDANCE
Through arrangement with the publishers, we have at last secured

An Excellent Gift Bible
That Will Last a Life Time
Clear black print, thin, light, and very compact.
Authorized Version, printed on finest India paper made. Color
tone is a beautiful pearl white with a firm, soft finish.
The leaves separate easily and do not cling together in the manner
peculiar to other India papers. While it is doubly strong and firm
in texture, it is so thin that it bulks only five-eighths of an inch to a
thousand pages, and so very opaque that though black and clear
the print does not show through.
Bound in high-grade morocco (the most durable binding leather
obtainable), overlapping covers, full leather linings, silk sewed, silk
headbands and marker, special flat opening reinforced binding that
will not break in the back, printed from large bold face open print
with liberal spacing between the words and lines.
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for the kingdom of heaven ia at

The size is 5H x 8 inches. Only one inch thick.
Contains additional pages for notes. Weighs only
23 ounces.
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T h u m b Index, 50 cents additional—Name in Gold, 50 cents
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money
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